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Why do governance 
indices exist?

• Investor eyes on risk, opportunity (early warning system) 
for portfolio construction, stewardship

• Testing compliance with rules, codes, or expectations 

• Attracting capital to a market 

• Lowering cost of capital for companies 

• Raising trust among stakeholders 



What’s in it for companies?
• Pfizer: First US corporate to embrace governance—and found in 2000 

it helped banked investor goodwill in a key USD 90 billion takeover of 
Warner-Lambert
• Saved money and months of litigation

• Marks & Spencer: Board installed risk functions that helped it dodge 
2013 reputation damage in Rana Plaza
• Supply chain rules against multi-story buildings in Bangladesh

• Unilever: Goodwill banked through board and CEO commitment to 
excellence in environmental, social, and governance (ESG) indices 
helped fend off a 2017 Kraft USD 143 billion takeover effort

In short: governance is not all about compliance—there are concrete 
business advantages to be won



Who uses indices?

• Regulators (let market police itself against fraud, systemic 
risk)

• Stock exchanges (more capital, IPOs, better companies-
note Sustainable Stock Exchanges initiative-EGX is member)

• Asset managers and asset owners (for ETFs, 
voting/stewardship, active portfolio management, activism)

• Companies (draw longer term investors, better 
performance)

• Market promotion agencies (attract investment, jobs)



• Credit rating agencies (better fix on comparative long term 
risks

• Insurance companies (D&O insurance, manage ESG risk)

• Index providers (constructing indices for ESG demand)

• NGO watchdogs (SASB, GRI, Ceres, AFL-CIO, often with 
specific goals such as climate, executive pay)

• Service providers/consultants (helps drive business)

• Search firms (vetting board candidates)

• Academics (research, collaboration with other parties)



Who provides indices?

• Number of providers is growing

• Universities—AlFaisal; Stellenbosch; Anahuac

• Sustainalytics uses 70 indicators in each industry

• MSCI examines 1,000 data points, with 156 variables and 37 weighted key 
indicators, using company, government, and media sources; team verifies 
data with companies; daily monitoring, weekly updates

• ISS uses 200 factors including: board structure (board and board committee 
composition, board practices, board policies, related party transactions and 
board controversies); compensation/remuneration (pay for performance, 
non-performance based pay, use of equity, equity risk mitigation, non-
executive pay, communications and disclosure, termination and 
controversies); shareholder rights (one-share one- vote, takeover defenses 
and meeting and voting related issues); audit and risk oversight (external 
auditor and audit and accounting controversies



• Bloomberg ESG Data Service (Bloomberg ESG data covers 120 indicators 
including carbon emissions, climate change effect, pollution, waste disposal, 
renewable energy, resource depletion, supply chain, political contributions, 
discrimination, diversity, community relations, human rights, cumulative 
voting, executive compensation, shareholders’ rights, takeover defense, 
staggered boards, and independent directors

• Thomson Reuters ESG Research Data has more than 400 different ESG 
metrics. Of these, 178 are key data points in 10 categories: Resource use, 
emissions, innovation, management, shareholders, CSR strategy, workforce, 
human rights, community, and product responsibility. Each category is 
weighted. For instance, “Management”, with multiple indicators 
(composition, diversity, independence, committees, compensation, etc.) is 
weighted 19%, whereas “Human Rights” is weighted 4.5%



• DowJones Sustainability Index covers 100 ESG issues on 
governance, risk and crisis management, codes of business 
conduct, customer relationship management, policy 
influence, brand management, tax strategy, cybersecurity, 
privacy protection, environmental reporting, environmental 
policy and management systems, and operational eco-
efficiency

• Morningstar (rates investing institutions)

• Vigeo/EIRIS

• RobecoSAM



• Stock exchanges such as Novo Mercado in Brazil

• FTSE4Good

• Corporate Knights Global 100

• Yahoo Finance

• Media (newspapers, magazine, social media)



What do indices assess?

• No universal consensus on metrics
• Some just do Governance, some Environment, some Social—

some none of the above (McKinsey metrics for FCLT are purely 
financial)

• Decide what to measure (ie align with a local code? Or OECD? 
Or use proprietary standards?) 

• Subjective judgements: geography, timeline, weighting, criteria, 
universe parameters, level of detail, impact/relevance analysis, 
qualitative v. quantitative

• How deep do you go? Subsidiaries? If so, wholly or partially 
owned? Supply chain?

• Factors critical but tough to measure, such as culture



Governance index components example

Source: Kathlyn Collins, Cartica Capital 
and ICGN ESG course11

 Disclosure of key issues

 Code of conduct/ethics
 Share ownership
 Board meeting number, director attendance, committees, leadership

Disclosure 

 Management systems, corporate governance and policies

 Process for internal risk/audit compliance
 Corporate governance assigned to an executive

Management 
systems

 Targets and quantitative commitments, performance metrics 

 Executive pay for performance
 Regulatory fines or litigation

Quantitative 
performance 

 Assessment of controversies and governance

 Operations controversies, supply chain controversies
 Board quality, independence, diversity

Qualitative 
performance



How do they assess?



But indices differ: Arcelor Mittal
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Source: Kathlyn Collins, ICGN
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Source: Kathlyn Collins, ICGN



How do providers 
compose indices? 

• Public information v. proprietary questionnaires (eg
RobecoSAM’s questionnaire to companies has 80-120 
questions)

• Complexity of cross-market assessment

• Staff training 

• Trying for binary

• Accuracy—do you check data with companies?



• What level of granularity?

• Scoring: across national market or sector, or size, or by 
ownership characteristics? Score across borders? Relative 
and absolute ratings? Each can send very different signals

• Frequency of company reviews (annual, whenever material 
change?)

• Frequency of criteria assessment

• What language(s) should it be in?



Public data: Available? Reliable? 
Accurate? Broad in scope?



Do indices achieve aims?

• Depends what the objectives are

• On relationship of governance to performance, mixed 
academic views on what drivers are most important, but 
weight is toward a correlation

• Less consensus on E&S drivers

• But index initiatives do seem to push companies to higher 
standards, lowering cost of capital, attracting investment, 
and raising performance [Example of Novo Mercado: CFA 
found firms that moved to the segment experienced higher 
performance]



MSCI All Country World Index ESG
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